Decision trees are among the most popular classification algorithms due to their knowledge representation in form of decision rules which are easy for interpretation and analysis. Nonetheless, a majority of decision trees training algorithms base on greedy top-down induction strategy which has the tendency to develop too complex tree structures. Therefore, they are not able to effectively generalise knowledge gathered in learning set. In this paper we propose EVO-Tree hybrid algorithm for decision tree induction. EVO-Tree utilizes evolutionary algorithm based training procedure which processes population of possible tree structures decoded in the form of tree-like chromosomes. Training process aims at minimizing objective functions with two components: misclassification rate and tree size. We test the predictive performance of EVO-Tree using several public UCI data sets, and we compare the results with various state-of-the-art classification algorithms.
Introduction
Decision tree (DT) has been widely used to build classification models, due to its simple representation that resembles the human reasoning. There are many wellknown decision-tree algorithms: Quinlan's ID3 [1] , C4.5 [2] and Breiman et al.'s Classification and Regression Tree (CART) [3] . Decision trees have proved to be valuable tools for classification tasks. They have various advantages: presenting an interpretable output as a sequence of easy-to-understand tests, can handle numerical and categorical data, hierarchical decomposition allows better use of available features. One of the main difficulties of inducing a recursive partitioning structure is obtaining right sized tree (height and balance). Traditional top-down greedy strategy for decision tree can create over-complex trees that do not generalise well from the training data (overfitting problem). Several techniques have been suggested for obtaining right sized trees. The most popular of these is pruning. Since generating the optimal model tree is a NP-complete problem traditional top-down greedy strategy for decision trees may have a tendency to converge towards local optima rather than the global optimum of the problem [4] .
In this work, we propose use of the evolutionary algorithms (EAs) paradigm as an alternate heuristic to generate model trees. EAs has been successfully applied to decision tree induction, e.g. Papagelis and Kalles use genetic algorithm to directly evolve decision trees [5] . Worth mentioning is using by them a tree structure to represent decision trees instead of traditional binary strings representations.
In presented EVO-Tree algorithm we decide to use global metrics of tree quality, that is size and accuracy. Such approach reduce complexity of the final classifier by removal of sections of a classifier that may be based on erroneous data without reducing predictive accuracy. Also we can focus on what criteria an induced tree must satisfy rather than how to induce a tree (which impurity measure select, how prune, etc.). We test the predictive performance of our approach using public UCI data sets, and we compare the results with state-of-arts classification algorithms.
The paper is organized as follows. In section 2 the review of decision tree algorithm is presented. Section 3 describes principles of evolutionary algorithms. Section 4 shows how evolutionary algorithm can be used to inductively generate decision trees. In section 5 experimental results show the validity of the approach. In section 6 we conclude and prioritize the directions for further work.
Decision Tree
The tree is a structure build from elements called nodes and branches. Three types of nodes can be distinguish: a root, internal and terminal (leaf). The root and the internal nodes denote tests on the attributes and each branch represents the outcome of a test. Each leaf node holds a class label i.e. the final decision. The general algorithm for building decision tree has two phases: growth and pruning.
In the first phase a decision tree is built by selecting the best test attribute as the root of the decision tree. Based on the test the learning set is split into two subsets (two children nodes). Then, repeat recursively the procedure on each branch to induce the remaining levels of the decision tree until all instances in a leaf belong to the same class. Different algorithms use different metrics to determine the best way to generate the test in the node and split the records. The most common impurity measures (metrics) are: Gini Index, Information Gain, and Gain Ratio [6] .
The second, pruning phase may be done only on the fully grown tree. The goal is to reduce the size of decision trees by removing "insignificant" nodes or even subtrees (sections of a nodes that may be based on noisy or erroneous data). A tree that is too large risks overfitting the training data and poorly generalizing to new samples.
Evolutionary Algorithm
The Evolutionary algorithm (EA) is search heuristic that mimics the process of natural biological evolution. The idea behind EA is the collective learning process within a population of individuals, each of which represents a search point in the space of potential solutions to a given problem. The first population of individuals is usually randomly initialized, and it evolves toward better and better regions of the search space by means of randomized processes of selection (which is deterministic in some algorithms), mutation, and crossover (also called recombination). The environment delivers quality information (fitness value) about the search points. In selection process the best individuals have a higher probability to reproduce more often than those of lower fitness. The recombination mechanism allows mixing information from two individuals and passing it to their offspring. Mutation causes small random changes in the individuals. After the evolution is completed, the fittest individual represents a "near-optimal" solution for the problem. Most of decision tree induction algorithms relies on a greedy, top down, recursive partitioning strategy [7] . Such approach does not guarantee an globally optimal decision tree. One of the method to escape local minima in the search space is using randomized search techniques such as evolutionary algorithms. In [8] competitive co-evolution for DT induction is applied and a tree-encoding scheme is used. Works, that inheritance from the genetic algorithms conception, use fixedlength string representations (called "linear chromosomes") for coding individuals [9, 10] . The main disadvantage of such approach is hard implementation for nonbinary decision trees.
In [11, 12] authors finding with EA best combination of attributes for each split to induce oblique DTs. Such type of tree differs from traditional DTs but build an optimal oblique DT is also an NP-complete problem, what motivate authors to avoid greedy strategy.
Instead of evolve full decision trees EAs are sometimes using to improve specific components of decision tree classifier, for instance: tree pruning [13] , calculating the cost of classification [14] or controlling parameters of trees [15] .
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The EVO-Tree Algorithm EVO-Tree (EVOlutionary Algorithm for Decision Tree Induction) is a novel multiobjective evolutionary algorithm proposed to evolve binary decision trees for classification. In multi-objective EAs different objectives are aggregated and combined into one objective function using a fixed weight when more than one objective needs to be optimized. With such a weighted aggregation, one solution is obtaining in one run (see 4.
3). Algorithm 1 shows the pseudocode of the EVO-Tree algorithm. 
Representation
The representation for the genotype-phenotype mapping is crucial element of a search space algorithm. We believe that tree-based representation for the candidate solution is the best one and natural. Each individual is stored in breadth-first order as an implicit data structure in two arrays (see Fig. 1 ). All nominal data and class labels are maps to an integer, so each component is a numeric (integer, real or null). Assuming that node has an index i, its left child can be found at indices 2i and the right child at 2i+1 respectively (see Fig. 1 ). Terminal nodes assume null values and class number. The root has always index one. This method do not wastes space (even if the tree is not a complete binary tree) by using sparse matrices in Matlab environment. Advantages of such representation are more compact storage and better locality of reference in a context of memory utilization. 
Initial Population
Trees are generated randomly. The growth of the trees is dictated by a parameter that indicates the maximum tree depth from root to leaf inclusive, but no less than 2 levels. Generation algorithm starts with a root node and two children. Next with probability P split decides whether the children are split and another child nodes are created or the node becomes a terminal node (leaf). For the leaf node random class label is assigned. If the node is further expanded then algorithm randomly select attribute and split value. If selected attribute has k split values, it is replaced by k-1 calculated thresholds. First we sort all values of the attribute then with the following formula thresholds are set and one randomly selected. Advantage of such synthetic thresholds is protection against noisy or erroneous data. The default value of P split is 0.7. Population size can be controlled by a pop_size parameter (details in chapter 5.1).
Fitness Evaluation
The goal of any classification system is best predictive accuracy for new unlabelled samples. For decision trees also size of the final tree is important. A tree that is too large risks overfitting the training data and poorly generalizing to new samples.
On the other hand a small tree might not capture important information about the sample space. To solve this problem in classical top-down induction algorithms various techniques for pruning decision trees were developed. In our approach another solution is proposed. The fitness function (FF) is balanced between the number of correctly classified instances and size of the tree, with two extra parameters , , to tune their relative weight:
Parameters , are the relative importance of the complexity term (default values are 0.99 and 0.01 respectively). There is no one optimal value of , therefore tuning this parameters may lead to the improvement of the results.
is the classification error estimated on the learning set. The growth of the trees is controlled by a parameter that penalizes the size of an individual (in depth of the tree) and allow to obtain the desired size of tree. The value of Tree _ should be provided by the user by tuning it to the specific problem that is solved. This parameter was set to 21.
The fitness function is the function we want to optimize. Used Matlab toolbox tries to find the minimum of the fitness function so the best fitness value for a population is the smallest fitness value for any individual in the population.
Selection
During each generation the algorithm uses the current population to create the children that make up the next generation based on the fitness function. Some wellknown selection methods are: tournament selection, roulette wheel selection, rankbased selection etc. Each individual can be selected more than once, in which case it spread its genes to more children. Stochastic uniform is default selection method in our algorithm. In this technique each parent corresponds to a section of the line of length proportional to its fitness value. The algorithm moves along the line in steps of equal size. At each step, the algorithm select a parent from the section it lands on. This prevents the EA from converging too fast which allows the algorithm to better search the solution space. The elitism technique is also implemented. Three individuals with the best fitness values in the current generation are kept to the next generation. These individuals are called elite children.
Crossover
The algorithm creates crossover child by combining pairs of parents in the current population. First, two individuals are chosen by selection algorithm. From both trees random node is selected according to randomly selected number which can take values from 1 (root node) to n (total number of tree nodes). After identifying the subtrees according to the randomly selected number in both parents, a new individual (offspring) is created by replacing sub-tree form first parent by the one from second parent. Figure 2 illustrates the crossover operation.
Fig. 2. Tree single point crossover

Mutation
Mutation options specify how the genetic algorithm makes small random changes in the individuals in the population to create mutation children. Mutation provides genetic diversity and enable the genetic algorithm to search a broader space. In our algorithm we implemented node condition mutation, which randomly change both attribute and split value of a randomly selected node (see Fig. 3 ). For terminal node class assignment is changed. Fig. 3 . Tree node mutation
Stopping Criteria
The algorithm terminates if the fitness of the best individual in the population does not improve during the fixed number of generations. This status indicates, that the algorithm has converged. Additionally, the maximum number of generations is speci-fied, which allows limiting the computation time in case of a slow convergence. Default values one can find in chapter 5.1.
Experiments
In this section experimental validation of the proposed approach on real-life UCI datasets is described. Our main objectives was: effectiveness evaluation of EVO-Tree algorithm in comparative tests and identification of application domains.
Default Parameters
The parameters value are important and decide whether the algorithm will find a nearoptimum solution and how efficiently. Choosing correctly the parameters is a timeconsuming task. We decide to deterministic parameter control (user-specified). The default parameters of EVO-Tree used in the simulations were as follow: number of generations -500, population size -400, crossover/mutation probability -0.6/0.4, selection method -stochastic uniform with elitism, stop criterion -500 generations or 100 generations without improvement.
Datasets
There are two assumptions about data: first, there are no unknown or missing values and second, the classification of all instances is known. The datasets are briefly described in Table 1 . 
Experimental Analysis and Results
All experiments were carried out in Matlab and KNIME framework using as a base classifiers implemented in Weka. The pool of compared classifiers consisted of 6 algorithms: EVO-Tree, Naive Bayes, Multilayer Perceptron, SVM, decision tree (C4.5), Random Tree. All experiments were carried out using 5x2 cross-validation and presented as averaged results (see Tab. 2). The advantage of this method is that all observations are used for both training and validation but never at the same time.
Additionally, we applied average ranks (AR) ranking method to resolve the issue which algorithm is the best on an unseen datasets. For each dataset we order the algorithms according to the measured accuracy and assign ranks (best algorithm has rank 1 and so on). The final ranking is obtained by averaging all values (see Tab. 3). The abalone dataset requires a separate comment because it is very resistant to good performance under machine learning techniques. None of the supervised learning techniques that are presented here achieve good results. The reason is large number of classes and the highly overlapped data that does not split easily onto a particular class. Our experiments seems to support the following conclusions:
• There is very little difference in the accuracy between the algorithms, however we can notice that all three decision tree-based algorithm in almost all cases outperformed other ones. We suppose that thus fact is caused by two factors: ─ First one can be found by analysis of tested benchmark datasets. According to Table 1 all of them consists of large number of attributes. Keeping in mind that decision trees algorithms has natural ability to select the most valuable features we suppose that high accuracy of them are caused by implicitly performed feature selection which eliminated irrelevant attributes.
─ The second reason is, in our opinion, high relevancy of rule based model for particular datasets. It is known, that it is hard to find out optimal model for given decision problem as there are very few guidance on relation between the classifier model and characteristic of datasets. In our cases, decision tree based models appeared to be the most appropriate. • Results for Abalone dataset has to be commented more profoundly, because J48
and Random tree gain surprisingly low accuracy tested on this dataset. We suppose that is caused by the fact that the dataset has is the most difficult ones. It consists of 28 classes and very few samples (only 210). Such a small number of samples caused the classical decision tree memorized the learning set loosing generalisation ability. Contrary to them, EVO-Tree get very high performance what, according to our assumptions, allows to draw conclusion that proposed algorithm effectively counteract overfitting. • Overall high accuracy of EVO-Tree on Abalone dataset shows also high ability of this algorithm to deal with dataset described by few features comparing to large number of attributes. Apparently, EVO-Tree training procedure much more effectively extract useful information and create decision rules from such difficult datasets comparing to classical decision tree algorithms. We believe, that it proves effectiveness of application of EA which optimize the tree structure in a manner that allow to avoid falling into local minima, what is natural features of classical decision tree induction algorithms.
Conclusion and Future Work
In this article we describe and evaluate a novel evolutionary algorithm for decision tree induction. Because it is the first publication about the EVO-Tree, mostly we focus on description of the algorithm that evolve decision trees as alternative to greedy top-down approaches. Additionally, we present experimental results that prove usefulness of our algorithm. Proposed approach reduce tree size (measured by the number of decision rules) and classification error at the same time. While traditional decision trees induced in top-down greedy strategy require pruning to remove sections of the tree that provide little power to classify instances. The presented system is constantly improved and currently we are working on adjusting the parameters of the algorithm, which can largely influence whether the algorithm will find a near-optimum solution. Another direction of our research is generating multivariate (oblique) decision trees. The main difference between multivariate and the traditional univariate decision trees is that the first one uses linear combinations of the features at each non-leaf node for testing (which divides the attribute space with hyperplanes). Oblique decision trees are usually much smaller and often more accurate. Furthermore, EVO-Tree can provide a groundwork for an online learning algorithm appropriate for processing data streams with ability to adapt the decision model to concept drift. The idea is to have a window and forgetting mechanism to maintain a relevant set of examples. Those are our first goals for the future work and we believe that above extensions improve significantly EVO-Tree algorithm.
